Perched on a hillside with spectacular sea views, the organic-olive-oil-producing Levendi's Estate includes four guest houses, each featuring its own native-flora garden terrace, as well as a swimming pool and outdoor cooking area. Beyond the pool, paths meander into the forest where hammocks and benches provide peaceful seclusion. Guests can swim or snorkel in the coves below the forest and cycling is permitted on mountain paths.

In addition, the estate includes organic vegetable and herb gardens and a farm that houses six sheep and several chickens. Visitors can help themselves to the produce in the gardens and orchards and choose from foods prepared using homegrown ingredients. Several preserves and herbal products are made from organic produce for guests to enjoy or take home as gifts. The estate is a member of the national organization for organic producers and supports the idea that vacation destinations offering high-quality accommodations and services can be in harmony with the natural environment.

Another guiding principle of the estate is that tourism dollars always should benefit the local economy, so the estate is operated by local people. The owners also only recommend services conducted by local families, including taxis, cars and boats, as well as restaurants, supermarkets and cafés that source local foods.